we should be coming up now on the time

for the crews to say their final

time before the six

crew members close hatches between their

two vehicles the space station and soyuz

tma om

it's actually skin place just a couple

minutes from now karratha mr. Cosmo it

just Kim most electrical shop with this

provision assured his concurrence in

Islam erotic manga revolution potential

penicillin fahmidam origin story pasta

category 00 dodge the perfect oh nice

name for a show me okay that image of
parting interview here chris

cassidy there on the left side of your

course the NASA astronauts part

of the crew returning home tonight

and then with him commander Pavel

Vinogradov and Alexander a flight

engineer Alexander Misurkin on the far

right-hand side just floating out of you

that's why we call it my daughter my got

over it we are ready to start the other

songs una still become zero khiladi

control a little bit earlier we were 52

need to be in resin all

dad yeah I also did for a shame no we're
gonna say farewell right there

again seeing some final farewells

between the expedition 36 crew members

planning to leave the space station and

return to Earth tonight getting guys

some hugs and handshakes from the crew

they'll be leaving behind which one will

become expedition 37 when they undock

commander probably DeGraw tov there in

the center of the screen waving and on

either side of him Chris Cassidy on the

left and Alexander misurkin on the right

no miss your name is look at how I
plucked it okay we're gonna start

44 00:04:14,990 --> 00:04:21,799
closing hatches now put your one in the

45 00:04:19,160 --> 00:04:25,040
crew all moving now into their knowing

46 00:04:21,798 --> 00:04:30,500
you or Expedia 36 this is into their

47 00:04:25,040 --> 00:04:32,210
soyuz tma om so that crew left behind

48 00:04:30,500 --> 00:04:33,680
can close the hatches between them in

49 00:04:32,209 --> 00:04:35,959
the international space station and

50 00:04:33,680 --> 00:04:39,410
prepare for the undocking of that

51 00:04:35,959 --> 00:04:42,079
vehicle in just a few hours at 635 p.m.

52 00:04:45,620 --> 00:04:45,620
central time just but you know you as

53 00:04:42,079 --> 00:04:51,529
well hold on just a second now move

54 00:04:45,620 --> 00:04:57,800
around here brother sure let me make it

55 00:04:51,529 --> 00:05:00,279
closer super shuttle bus all right I'm

56 00:04:57,800 --> 00:05:05,280
moving in

57 00:05:06,209 --> 00:05:12,750
there's a courtesan frank with you will
you close close in tap

soon to be official expedition 37

commander here Paul theater your chicken

working to close the hatch here on the

International Space Station side of the

two hatches while the crew in the Soyuz

works the same on their side barcelo

Kazakh repair Basha hatches are closed

and just heard hatches closed least on

one side of the vehicle at 319 p.m.

central time bucher all right i'll be

here just in case

so much it's pretty sunny here and let

me let me draw close the shutter okay no
son okay here's the super atom it's a
gossipy who gave you kilo creepy so the
transfer hatches are closed
yes GPS trace you got it the river f4f
singular capable of that affair is often
the case that blog has been removed I
feel they owe me a broker I confirm I
have it in my hand like I bought in
Rajab science wishing to suspect you new
room let us work as per page 85 at the
bottom of the page of the procedure go
scot-free
seen here again that of you from date
from the International Space Station
side of the hatches between the station

and the Soyuz TMA om which now holds

commander Pavel Vinogradov and flight

engineers alexander misurkin and chris

cassidy ready to make their way home

tonight hatch closure again took place

at 319 p.m. central time while the space

station and Soyuz were traveling about

working as per page 85 at the bottom of

the page the yeast apparent that they

seem we have per diem to d7 dare 14 15

17 and I top